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Chris Manriquez
VP Information technology / CIO
Technology Town Hall

JOIN VICE PRESIDENT
CHRIS MANRIQUEZ
AND THE
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT TEAM
for a virtual town hall to showcase and highlight our current projects and future plans
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10TH
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm
Recognition of Academic Technology Team

Since the beginning of the pandemic, the following Instructional Technologists/Designers and Multimedia specialists have been providing support, training to faculty and students on LMS and all instructional technology and media tools, including any new tools:

**Instructional Design & Application Team**
- Ben Guerrero
- Dylan Lewis
- Hugo Vega
- Joy Jones
- Ken Leyba
- Stella Demis
- Steve Williams

**Media Team**
- Bernie Clinch
- Calvin Ko
- Fidel Garcia
Spring 2022: Workforce Integration Co-Sponsored Event

Infrastructure Today we have the Technology

Skillabi (Faculty) + Analyst (Admin) = Skillsmatch Student
Software: Technology Applications

Website coming November 2021
CSUCCESS + Technology Checkout Program

What’s Available Now for General Checkout

- Laptop Package
- Laptop PC
- Computer Headset
- Laptop Apple
- External USB Webcam
- Mi-Fi

Course Specific Equipment For Students & Faculty

- Digital Camera
- Audiobox Package
- Laptop Apple
- Sketch Tablet
- Video Camcorder Package
- Halo Ring Light

*All equipment subject to availability

**CSUCCESS (California State University Connectivity Contributing to Equity and Student Success)
Questions?